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Abstract—The question at the core of this work is whether it
is possible to infer self-assessed personality traits from keystroke
dynamics (the way people type on a keyboard). The experiments
were performed over a corpus of 30 dyadic chats, 60 participants
in total, collected through a text-based chat interface similar to
those available in popular products (e.g., Skype). The results show
that keystroke dynamics (typing speed, frequency of deletions,
etc.) allow one to infer whether someone is below median or not
along the Big Five personality traits. In particular, it was possible
to achieve F1 Scores up to 72% depending on the trait. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first work aimed at recognizing
personality traits through analysis of keystroke dynamics.
Index Terms—keystroke dynamics, personality traits, social
signal processing, personality computing, Big Five

I. I NTRODUCTION
After the advent of Internet, the term “chat” refers not only
to an informal conversation, but also to different forms of
text-based online interaction. In the most general case, chats
involve multiple users that either interact synchronously or
post messages that can be read and answered asynchronously
by others [1]. In dyadic chats, the focus of this work, there
are only two participants and the interaction is synchronous.
Such a case, far from being rare, applies to a wide range
of settings and, in particular, to interactions taking place
through popular platforms such as WhatsApp or Messenger.
In this respect, dyadic chats appear “to fall somewhere in
between spoken and written language [...] it is a rare case
when writing necessitates another person to co-construct the
dialogue” [2]. This means that dyadic chats can be thought of
as conversations that take place through a text-based interface
rather than face-to-face.
The goal of this work is to show that it is possible to infer
self-assessed personality traits, at least to a certain extent,
from keystroke dynamics, i.e., from the way people type
on a keyboard while being involved in a dyadic chat. In
particular, the article proposes experiments in which keystroke
dynamics (typing speed, frequency of deletions, punctuation,
etc.) allow one to infer whether a chat participant is below
median or not along the Big Five traits [3]. The results show
that such an inference can be performed with F1 Score up to
72% depending on the particular trait. The experiments were
performed over a corpus of 30 dyadic chats each involving
two unacquainted users (60 participants in total). To the best

of our knowledge, this is the first work aimed at inferring
personality-relevant information from keystroke dynamics (see
Section II).
According to the terminology proposed in [4], the inference
of self-assessed traits is referred to as Automatic Personality
Recognition (APR). The term “self-assessed” means that the
experiment participants fill questionnaires designed to capture
information about their own personalities. Self-assessment
questionnaires were shown to be sensitive to multiple biases,
and “[...] accuracy is not the only motive shaping selfperceptions [...] the other powerful motives are consistency
seeking, self-enhancement, and self-presentation” [5]. In other
words, self-assessments might be affected by noise due to, e.g.,
attempts to convey good impressions. This makes APR challenging because the relationship between keystroke dynamics
and self-assessed traits becomes less consistent.
However, self-assessment questionnaires are widely used
in practice because, despite the noise mentioned above, they
are effective in practical problems [6]. Furthermore, they are
predictive of a wide range of important life aspects, including
“happiness, physical and psychological health, spirituality,
and identity at an individual level; [...] quality of relationships
with peers, family, and romantic others at an interpersonal
level; [...]” [7]). In this respect, the inference of self-assessed
traits is an important problem because it can provide useful
insights about individuals under observation.
In addition to the above, this work is important because
dyadic chats attract increasingly more interest in everyday life.
In 2010, marketing analyses showed that “nearly one in five
online US consumers has used chat for customer service in the
past 12 months” [8]. More recently, The Pew Research Center
- probably the most important institution monitoring the use of
digital technologies - showed that 36% of smartphone users in
the USA communicate through messaging apps [9]. In other
words, there is evidence that people interact increasingly more
frequently through online chat systems like those considered in
this work. Finally, a reason of interest is that it not fully clear
how people exchange social signals - cues aimed at conveying
social facts [10] - when technological platforms do not allow
the use of nonverbal behavior (e.g., facial expressions, gestures
and vocalizations) [11].
The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section II

surveys previous work, Section III shows the data, Section IV
describes the APR approach, Section V reports on experiments
and results, and the final Section VI draws some conclusions.
II. S URVEY OF P REVIOUS W ORK
To the best of our knowledge, the psychological literature
does not provide indications about the interplay between personality traits and keystroke dynamics. However, the literature
shows that there are relationships between personality and two
phenomena likely to be involved in typing (especially when
being involved in an interactive chat aimed at addressing a task
like in this work), namely cognitive load [12] and tendency
to experience certain emotions rather than others [13]. In this
respect, it is possible to expect that the traits can leave traces
in terms of the way people type.
From a technological point of view, most of the works
based on keystroke dynamics revolve around approaches for
biometrics, i.e., around the attempt to recognize the identity of
people through the way they type [14]. However, this survey
focuses on emotion [15] and gender recognition, two problems
that, while having been investigated less than biometrics,
are more relevant to this work. Other potentially relevant
problems (e.g., age recognition [16], stress detection [17]), or
engagement assessment [18] were addressed only to a limited
extent and, therefore, are not considered.
Several works have shown that there is a significant interplay between emotions and typing speed. In particular, the
experiments in [19], involving 52 people asked to type a
predefined text, show that there is a significant correlation
between speed and arousal (the “intensity” of an emotion).
Similarly, in the case of unconstrained texts, experiments based
on touch-screen keyboards have shown that error rate and
speed tend to increase with both arousal and valence (the
intrinsic attractiveness or averseness of an emotion) [20]. It
is probably based on this type of observations that emotion
recognition approaches often use features designed to measure
typing speed [21]–[23].
For example, the approach proposed in [21] analyses typing
patterns collected during the everyday activities of 25 people.
The patterns were represented mainly in terms of how much
time people tend to press a given key and how much time
passes between two consecutive keys being pressed. The
recognition task involved 7 emotion states (mostly overlapping
with the six basic emotions) and the accuracies ranged roughly
between 70% and 85% depending on the particular emotion.
Similarly, the work presented in [22] analyses any text typed
by 12 experiment participants during their everyday activities.
The experiments targeted the recognition of 12 emotional
states (e.g., nervousness and relaxation) and the recognition
rates were up to 85%. The entire feature set was aimed at
measuring how quickly people type different d-graphs, i.e.,
sequences of d consecutive keys (typically d ≤ 3 [14], [24]).
Finally, the work in [23] focuses on programmers working
with or without time pressure, two conditions expected to elicit
different emotions. The results show that the typing speed

changes significantly across the two conditions, in line with
the other works in the literature.
In the case of gender recognition, the task of automatically
recognizing the gender of a person that types, no features
appear to be more suitable or more effective than others [25]–
[28]. For this reason, the experiments presented in [25] focused
on feature selection methodologies. The results showed that a
few hundreds features were still necessary to reach an accuracy
of 95%. Earlier work [26] addressed the problem of recognizing gender through language-independent features. The
experiments, performed over a collection of texts typed by 17
persons, showed that gender can be recognized with accuracy
up to 75%. The proposed approach estimated the probability of
every key being pressed by a person of a given gender and used
a Naive Bayes classifier. The approach proposed in [27] was
tested over data produced by 1,517 people during their daily
activities (programming, e-mail writing, etc.). The feature set
included around 2,000 features mostly related to the timing
while typing key d-graphs. The results showed F-scores around
75%. In [28], the experiments showed an accuracy higher
than 90% through the use of features expected to account for
nonverbal aspects of typing.
III. T HE DATA
The experiments of this work involved 60 participants randomly paired to form 30 dyads. The participants of each dyad
were asked to interact through a text-chat interface similar
to those available in popular products such as Skype, Zoom,
WhatsApp or Messenger. The main element of the interface
was a textbox where it was possible to type a message and
then send it to the interlocutor by pushing the “Enter” key
on the keyboard. The history of the messages sent during a
particular chat was visible on the screen in the same way as
it happens in the products mentioned above. The participants
could see the messages typed by their interlocutors only after
these latter pushed the Enter key. The motivation behind the
use of dyadic chats is that one-to-one conversations are the
“primary site of human sociality” [29]. Furthermore, all works
in Personality Computing focus on one specific setting [4].
This makes behavior of different individuals comparable and,
correspondingly, it makes it possible to associate variance in
behavior and variance in traits through statistical methodologies.
The participants were instructed to use only laptop or
desktop computers to limit keyboard size or response effects as
much as possible. They were provided with a text describing
the Winter Survival Task, a scenario in which the participants
must identify items that increase the chances of survival after a
plane crash in a polar area [30]. In particular, the participants
were given a list of 12 items1 and were asked to make a
consensual decision about each of them (“yes” if it increases
the chances of survival and “no” if it does not). The main
advantage of the scenario is that users, on average, do not
1 Steel wool, axe, pistol, butter can, newspaper, lighter without fuel, clothing,
canvas, airmap, whisky, compass, chocolate.
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Fig. 1. The figure shows how the sequence of tokens is segmented into
chunks.
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Fig. 3. The charts show the distribution of the different trait scores across
the participants of the experiments. The red vertical line corresponds to the
separation between classes A (equal to the median or above) and B (below
median).
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Fig. 2. The figure shows the distribution of keys (upper chart) and chunks
(lower chart) across the experiment participants. The dashed red lines correspond to the averages.

details). The charts of Figure 2 show the distribution of keys
and chunks across the 60 experiment participants.
In the days before participating in the experiments, all participants filled the Big-Five Inventory 10 questionnaire (BFI10) [31], an instrument allowing personality self-assessment
in terms of the Big-Five traits [3]:
•
•

hold any expertise relevant to the topic. Thus, the outcome of
the conversations depends on social dynamics rather than on
actual knowledge about the problem. The participants were
asked to complete the task as quickly as possible and were
not allowed to use any source of information (web, books,
etc.). Furthermore, the participants of each chat were fully
unacquainted and were not given any information about their
interlocutors.
The chat interface used in the experiments was equipped
with a key-logging platform that recorded and timestamped every key the users pressed. Therefore, the collected data can be
thought of as a sequence of pairs (ki , ti ), with i = 1, . . . , M ,
where ki is the ith key that was pressed, ti is the time at
which key ki had been pressed and M is the total number of
keys that were pressed. Overall, the corpus includes 191, 375
keys and the sequence of keys can be segmented into tokens,
i.e., strings of consecutive non-blank characters delimited by
blank spaces. During the chats, the participants had to press the
Enter key to send a sequence of tokens to their interlocutor
(see above). Some people pressed the Enter key every few
words, while others did it only after having written long and
articulated messages. In both cases, the chat can be segmented
into chunks, i.e., sequences of tokens delimited by Enter keys
(see Figure 1). The chunks are, in total, 3, 177 and they are
the analysis unit of the experiments (see Section IV for more

•
•
•

Extraversion: Active, Assertive, Energetic, etc.
Agreeableness: Appreciative, Kind, Generous, etc.
Conscientiousness: Effcient, Organized, Planful, etc.
Neuroticism: Anxious, Self-pitying, Tense, etc.
Openness: Artistic, Curious, Imaginative, etc.

The motivation behind the choice of the Big-Five personality
model is that it is the most widely applied in research and
practice [32]. In the particular case of computing applications,
the model has the major advantage of representing personality
as a five-dimensional vector, a format particularly suitable for
computer processing [4]. Each of the five vector components
is a score that measures how well the adjectives in the list
above describe the behavior of an individual (the higher the
score for a trait, the better the adjectives associated to the trait
describe well the behavior of a person). In this respect, similar
vectors correspond to similar personalities.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of the Big-Five scores across
the participants. Every score is a discrete variable in the range
[−4, 4] and the charts show that most of the participants
tend to cluster around the median. Such a phenomenon is
common and probably reflects the tendency of social cognition
to categorize (e.g., extravert vs introvert), i.e., to represent
self and others in terms of discrete categories rather than
distribution along a continuum [33]. For this reason, the scores
have been binarized and the participants have been assigned
to one of two possible classes for each trait, namely equal to
the median or above (A) and below median (B). The medians

Name
Backspace (ρ)
Exclamation Marks (ρ)
Emoticons (ρ)
Uppercase Tokens (ρ)
Uppercase Letters (ρ)
Points (ρ)
Question Marks (ρ)
Non-Alphabetic Keys (ρ)
Suspension Points
Chunk Length
Number of Tokens
Chunk Duration
Backspace Time
Typing Speed
Median Latency Time

Description
Type
Refs
Density of “Backspace” keys
Density
[35]
Density of “!” key
Density
[36]
Density of key sequences corresponding to emoticons
Density
[36]
Density of tokens written in uppercase letters
Density
[37]–[39]
Density of keys corresponding to uppercase letters
Density
[36]
Density of keys corresponding to “.”
Density
[36]
Density of keys corresponding to “?”
Density
[36]
Density of keys that do not correspond to letters
Density
[22]
Average distance between consecutive “.” keys
Density
[40]
Total number N of keys in the chunk
Global
[28], [36], [41]
Total number of tokens in the chunk
Global
[28], [41]
∆t = tN − t1 , with tk time at which key k is pressed
Temporal
[28], [36], [41]
Total time spent in pressing the “Backspace” key
Temporal
[35]
Number of keys pressed per unit of time
Temporal
[42]
Median of time between two keys pressed consecutively Temporal
[35]
TABLE II
T HE TABLE SHOWS THE 15 FEATURES EXTRACTED FROM EVERY CHUNK . F OR EVERY FEATURE , THE TABLE PROVIDES NAME , DESCRIPTION , TYPE AND
REFERENCES WHERE THE FEATURES HAVE BEEN USED . T HE SYMBOL ρ STANDS FOR DENSITY.

Trait
Ope. (A)
Ope. (B)
Con. (A)
Con. (B)
Ext. (A)
Ext. (B)
Agr. (A)
Agr. (B)
Neu. (A)
Neu. (B)

Male
14
11
10
15
21
4
16
9
17
8

Female
19
16
21
14
21
14
18
17
19
16
TABLE I

Avg. Age
25.3± 2.6
25.7 ± 3.9
25.9 ± 3.4
25.0 ± 2.8
25.4 ± 3.4
25.5 ± 2.7
25.1 ± 3.0
26.0 ± 3.3
25.3 ± 2.6
25.7 ± 3.9

Total
33
27
31
29
42
18
34
26
36
24

T HE TABLE SHOWS THE NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS BELONGING TO EACH
CLASS AND TRAIT, A STANDS FOR equal to the median or above AND B
STANDS FOR below median. ACCORDING TO A χ2 TEST WITH
B ONFERRONI C ORRECTION , THERE IS NO STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A AND B CLASSES IN TERMS OF GENDER
DISTRIBUTION . S IMILARLY, THERE IS NO STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT
DIFFERENCE IN TERMS OF AGE ( ACCORDING TO A t- TEST ).

observed in the data appear to be the same, within statistical
fluctuations as those observed in the population of the UK,
the country where the data was collected [34]. Such a practice
is in line with the literature showing that most personality
recognition approaches perform the inference of the traits as a
binary classification [4]. Table I shows the distribution of the
participants across classes and genders for all traits.
The data collection was performed according to the ethical regulations of the British Psychological Association. In
particular, chat users had the right to leave the experiment at
any moment and without giving any explanation. Furthermore,
participants were given 15 days to delete, partially or totally,
the data collected during their chat. All participants signed an
informed consent letter explaining the use of the data. These
are stored in password-protected repositories and the format
is fully anonymized (there is no possibility to establish a connection between the data and the identity of the participants).
IV. T HE A PPROACH
The approach used in the experiments includes two main
steps, namely feature extraction and recognition. The goal of

the first step is to convert every chunk (see Section III) into
a vector of physical measurements that account for keystroke
dynamics. The goal of the second step is to assign every vector
to a class that can correspond to being below median or not
along each of the Big-Five traits.
A. Feature Extraction
The feature extraction step converts every chunk into a
vector in which the components, the features, are physical
measurements inspired by either biometrics (the domain aimed
at automatically verifying the identity of an individual) or
authorship attribution (the field aimed at automatically identifying the author of a text). The assumption behind the choice
is that these features have been designed to capture effectively
the identity of a person and, therefore, they are likely to account for salient individual characteristics such as personality
traits (see Section II). The features are 15 (see Table II) and can
be grouped into three main categories, namely densities (how
frequently certain keys are pressed), temporal (time-related
aspects of typing) and global (characteristics of each chunk
as a whole).
The goal of the density features is to measure the tendency
of a chat user to display a given typing pattern, whether it
corresponds to an individual key (e.g., question and exclamation marks), a sequence of keys (e.g., emoticons or uppercase
tokens) or a class of keys (e.g., upper case letters or nonalphabetic characters). The density ρp of a pattern p can be
n
calculated as follows: ρp = Npp , where np is the number of
times the pattern p appears in the chunk and Np is the total
number of relevant patterns in the chunk, i.e., the total number
of keys when p is a key or a class of keys, the total number
of key sequences when p is a sequence of keys, etc.
The temporal features take into account that the chat interface used in the experiments is equipped with a key-logging
platform and, therefore, the data is not just a written text, but
a sequence of pairs (ki , ti ), i = 1, . . . , M , where ti is the
time at which the ith key has been pressed and M is the total
number of keys in the chunk (see Section III). This makes it
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Fig. 4. The figure shows Accuracy and F1 Score for the five traits at chunk (upper charts) and participant (lower charts) level. The error bars correspond to
the standard deviation over the R repetitions of the experiments (R = 10 in all cases except MLP, when R = 30). The horizontal dashed lines correspond to
the performance of the random system used as a baseline (see Section IV). The lower right chart (F1 Score at Participant Level) is the one that matters most
from an application point of view because the ultimate goal of the approach is to classify persons.

possible to measure how typing patterns distribute over time
(e.g., the median latency time between consecutive keys) or
how much time has been spent in pressing a given sequence
of keys (e.g., the length of the time interval between the first
and the last of several pressings of the backspace key). Finally
global characteristics measure aspects of the chunk that result
from the whole set of keys that have been pressed (e.g., the
chunk length or the number of tokens).
None of the features take into account the actual content
of the chunks, i.e., what people type. From a technological
point of view, the main advantage of such a choice is that the
approach is language-independent. From the scientific point
of view, the reason of the choice is that nonverbal behavior
has been widely shown to convey socially and psychologicallyrelevant information, both in face-to-face [43] and technologymediated settings [11]. In other words, non-verbal aspects of
typing are expected to act as personality markers that, being
displayed outside conscious control, are more likely to be
honest [44], i.e., to leak genuine and reliable information about
the person that types.
B. Recognition
The recognition problems addressed in this work are binary
classifications, i.e., problems in which a feature vector, automatically extracted from a chunk, must be assigned to one
of two possible classes (c1 and c2 hereafter). In particular,
there are five binary classification problems in which the two
classes correspond to being below median or not along each
of the Big Five traits (see Section III). The classification
approaches selected for the experiments were Random Forests
(RF) [45], Gradient Boosting (GB) [46], Logistic Regression
(LG) [47], Support Vector Machines (SVM) [48] and Multi
Layer Perceptrons [49]. The main reason behind the choice
of these classifiers is that they are the most commonly used
in the Personality Computing literature [4] and, therefore,

they can provide reliable baseline results. In addition, unlike
other methodologies, the classifiers above do not require large
amounts of material to be trained.
Given that the classification was performed at the level of
individual chunks, there were multiple classification outcomes
for every participant. The aggregation of these chunk-level
outcomes was performed through a majority vote, i.e., by
assigning a participant to the class her or his chunks were
most frequently assigned to: ĉ = arg maxc∈{c1 ,c2 } n(c), where
n(c) is the number of chunks assigned to class c for a given
participant. All classifiers were compared to a baseline system
that assigns an unseen chunk to class ck with probability
corresponding to its prior p(ck ). The accuracy of such a system
is α̂ = p(c1 )2 +p(c2 )2 , while its Precision, Recall and F1 score
all correspond to the prior of the class corresponding to the
positive case.
V. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
The experiment participants were randomly split into four
disjoint subsets each including 15 persons. All data generated
by the people belonging to one of these subsets were inserted
into a fold so that, at the end of the process, the data were
distributed across 4 disjoint folds. This made it possible to
perform the experiments according to a k-fold protocol with
k = 4. Given that all the data of a participant were in the same
fold, the experiments were person independent, meaning that
the same person was never represented in both training and
test set. This ensures that the approach actually recognizes
whether a person is below median along the Big-Five traits
and not just the identity of the participants.
Table I shows that the classes are imbalanced, i.e., that
the samples do not distribute uniformly across the classes
of the five binary classification tasks (one per trait). For
this reason, in the case of GB, the experiments involved the
application of the Synthetic Over-Sampling Minority Technique

(SMOTE) [50]. SMOTE considers the T nearest neighbors ~xi
of every sample ~x in the minority class and, for each of them,
it creates a synthetic sample ~x0 = ~x + r · (~xi − ~x), where r is a
random number between 0 and 1. The parameter T was set to
have, for each binary classification task, the same number of
samples in both classes. The use of such an algorithm ensures
that GB does not always assigns test samples to the most
represented class.
Figure 4 shows the results at both chunk and participant
level, i.e., both before and after the majority vote aimed at aggregating the decisions made at the level of individual chunks
(see Section IV). Given that training the classifiers requires
a random step (for initialization and for distributing the data
across folds), the experiments were repeated R = 10 times
and, correspondingly, all performance metrics are reported in
terms of average and standard deviation over the R repetitions.
Overall, the charts suggest that both accuracy (17 times out of
25) and F1 Scores (21 times out of 25) tend to be greater at
person level than at chunk level. This suggests that the majority
vote is an effective strategy to combine the decisions made at
the level of individual chunks. The rest of this section focuses
on the F1 Score at the participant level (lower right chart in
Figure 4) because this is the metric that matters most from an
application point of view. In fact, the goal of the work is not
to classify individual chunks, but to predict whether a person
is below median or not along the traits.
According to a two-tailed one sample t-test, there are three
traits for which there is at least one classifier that improves
over the baseline random approach (p < 0.01 in all cases):
Openness, Conscientiousness and Agreeableness. In two of
these three cases, the best performing classifier is LG (Conscientiousness and Agreeableness), while in the remaining
case it is GB (Openness). In the case of Agreeableness, all
classifiers perform better than the baseline, but LG is better
than the others to a statistically significant extent (p < 0.0001
according to a two-tailed t-test). Overall, the performances
of Figure 4 appear to be similar to those observed in other
works aimed at Automatic Personality Recognition (the task
of predicting self-assessed personality traits) [4]. However, the
comparison should not be considered fully rigorous because,
to the best of our knowledge, this is the first experiment that
performs the task using keystroke dynamics.
The probable reason why the approach performs over
chance only for certain traits is that, according to Personality
Psychology, the possibility of achieving satisfactory performances depends on “Relevance (i.e., the environment must
allow the person to express the trait) and Availability (i.e.,
the trait must be perceptible to others)” [51]. This means that
every situation allows one to manifest only some of the traits
and, therefore, only these can be recognized effectively. In
this respect, Figure 4 suggests that, in the experiments of
this work, Agreeableness is the most relevant and available
trait (all classifiers recognize it beyond chance), followed by
Conscientiousness and Openness.
One possible explanation behind relevance and availability
of Conscientiousness is that, according to the literature, “[...]

Name
Chunk Length
Chunk Duration
Number of Tokens
Backspace (ρ)
Backspace Time
Typing Speed
Median Latency Time
Exclamation Marks (ρ)
Emoticons (ρ)
Uppercase Tokens (ρ)
Uppercase Letters (ρ)
Points (ρ)
Question Marks (ρ)
Non-Alphabetic Keys (ρ)
Suspension Points

Ope.
Con.
Ext.
Agr.
Neu.
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓
↑
↓
↓
↑
↓
↑
↓
↑
↓
↑
↓
↑
↓
↓
↑
↓
↑
TABLE III
F OR EVERY FEATURE AND EVERY TRAIT, A t- TEST HAS BEEN APPLIED TO
COMPARE THE MEANS OF THE FEATURE VALUES BETWEEN PEOPLE
BELOW MEDIAN AND THE OTHERS ( THE SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL IS 5% AND
THE FALSE D ISCOVERY R ATE CORRECTION [53] HAS BEEN USED TO
DEAL WITH THE MULTIPLE COMPARISONS PROBLEM ). T HE SYMBOL “↑”
MEANS THAT THE AVERAGE VALUE OF THE FEATURE IS HIGHER , TO A
STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT EXTENT, FOR PEOPLE ABOVE OR EQUAL TO
MEDIAN ( VICE VERSA FOR SYMBOL “↓”).

there are two dimensions that underlie most judgments of
traits, people, groups, and cultures [...] the first makes reference to attributes such as competence [...] and the second
to warmth [...]” [52], where “competence” is one of the
terms that the literature uses to define Conscientiousness.
In addition, the dyadic chats revolve around a scenario that
requires the participants to complete a task as quickly as
possible and, therefore, skills and characteristics underlying
Conscientiousness (being efficient, organized, planful, etc.)
might emerge with particular evidence. In a similar vein, the
need to complete the Winter Survival Task, a problem people
are typically not competent or knowledgeable about, might
explain relevance and availability of Openness. In fact, such a
trait corresponds to creativity and imaginativeness skills that
people might tap when trying to solve problems they are not
familiar with.
To the best of our knowledge, the literature does not provide
indications that can explain the good performances observed
for Agreeableness. However, one possible explanation is that
several features account for how frequently participants push
the “Enter” key, thus making the text they type visible to their
interlocutors. People with high Agreeableness scores might
tend to push the “Enter” key more frequently because this
reduces the time others have to wait before they get a response.
In fact, such a tendency to limit the chances of an unpleasant
doorbell effect (the need to wait long time for a response
without indications about what is happening) appears to be
in line with the characteristics underlying the Agreeableness
trait. In other words, it can be expected that highly Agreeable
people worry more about their interlocutors and, therefore,
they tend to make their texts visible more frequently.
Table III seems to confirm the hypothesis above by showing
that people above or equal to median along Agreeableness
actually tend to type shorter chunks (the Chunk Length is

lower to a statistically significant extent) that take less time to
be completed (the Chunk Duration is lower to a statistically
significant extent) and include less tokens, on average (the
Number of Tokens is lower to a statistically significant extent).
In addition, high Agreeableness participants tend to type faster
(the Typing Speed is higher to a statistically significant extent),
thus further confirming the attempt to limit as much as possible
the time interlocutors need to wait before they can see the text
being typed.
One interesting aspect of Table III is that the number of
individual features for which there is a statistically significant
effect depends on the trait. Such a number is large for two of
the three recognized traits (Conscientiousness and Agreeableness) and this might further explain the results of Figure 4.
However, the lowest number of effects corresponds to Openness, one of the traits recognized beyond chance. One possible
explanation is that t-tests are performed individually for every
feature, while the recognition is performed using a feature
vector as a whole. In other words, even if there are multiple
features for which there is a statistically significant difference,
what really matters is that such differences distribute according
to a pattern, i.e., that they are associated in such a way that
feature vectors belonging to different classes actually tend to
distribute in different regions of the feature space.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
To the best of our knowledge, this article presents the first
APR work based on keystroke dynamics, i.e., on the way
people type on a keyboard. The experiments involved 60
participants that were asked to interact with an unacquainted
interlocutor through a text-based chat interface equipped with
a key-logging platform. The results show that it is possible to
recognize whether someone is below median or not along the
Big-Five personality traits with F1 Score up to 72% depending
on the particular trait. Overall, the performances appear to be
similar to those obtained using other types of data (see [4]
for an extensive survey). However, besides the effectiveness
in predicting the traits, the key-result of the paper is the
very possibility to infer personality-relevant information from
keystroke dynamics.
The analysis of keystroke dynamics can be of help in a
wider spectrum of application domains, including the detection
of mental health issues (often addressed through the analysis of nonverbal behavior in the literature) or the analysis
of social and psychological phenomena in interaction. Not
surprisingly, the state-of-the-art presented in Section II reports
on efforts aimed at emotion recognition. In all cases, the use
of live-chats promises to be effective from an application
point of view, especially when considering that, according
to KBV Research, “The Global Live Chat Software Market
size is expected to reach $987.3 million by 2023, rising at
a market growth of 7.3% [Compound Annual Growth Rate]
during the forecast period” (https://www.kbvresearch.com/
live-chat-software-market/).
A direction for future work is to combine the classifiers used
in the experiments in an ensemble. The main rationale behind

such a choice is that none of the classifiers clearly outperforms
the others and the best performing classifier tends to be
different for every trait. Furthermore, the difference between
the best performing classifiers for a given trait is not always
statistically significant and, therefore, it can be expected that
they mutually compensate for their errors (provided they are
sufficiently diverse [54]). In a similar vein, it is possible to
investigate multimodal approaches that take into account not
only the way people type, but also the text they type. In fact,
the literature shows that there is a major interplay between
personality and lexical choices [3]. Therefore, the use of textbased approaches in combination with those proposed in this
work can lead to performance improvements.
Besides the technological research avenues mentioned
above, one important problem is how to deal with noise
and biases inherent to self-assessment questionnaires (see
Section I). According to the literature, these problems reduce
the validity of questionnaires, but to an acceptable extent in
most practical cases [6]. In other words, while being affected
by noise, self-assessment scores might still be sufficiently
reliable to address practical problems. However, one common
approach is to collect alternative evidence that can help to
corroborate or reject the results of the tests [55]. In the case of
this work, Table III shows that there are tendencies associated
to the traits (e.g., highly extravert people tend to include less
tokens in their chunks). Based on the assumption that most
people tend to provide honest self-assessments, non-reliable
self-assessments might be detected through the statistical analysis of the misalignments between between observed behavior
(e.g., a large number of tokens in the chunks) and self-assessed
traits (e.g., a high Extraversion score).
Approaches like those presented in this work involve ethical
issues that need to be addressed before any application outside
the laboratory. One of the main implications of the experiments
is that, while typing, people leak information about their personality traits without realizing it. This is in line with previous
observations [56] showing that, whenever sharing data through
a digital platform, people allow the inference of information
they do not necessarily wish to disclose. This means that the
notion of privacy should cover not only the content people
produce (the focus of current privacy regulations), but also any
information that can be inferred from the content (currently not
protected or regulated).
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